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lark WiU.Head STUDENT Staff

Norris To Edit Garnet;
Dagdigian, Nair Take
Top Newspaper Posts

mmittee Recommends No
mbined Drive NeKt Year
n.College Elections
to "f

« arc invalid.)
.ballot*

•SS Ballot

Margaret Moulton
Vice-President
Richard Hartman
Jean McLeod
Secretary
Betty Zinck
Barbara Spring
Treasurer
George Cory
James Pirie

L.DENT COUNCIL
^Representatives
,ur: circle
one of the
.,-..(for four:
ci
^ for president.)
** Be"
, u,
Herbert Berg.'.a
William Dill
W Faulkner

(

E:na Jones
Itobeft UPomte
OUTING CLUB
William Noms
President
Ralph Perry
(One receiving highest number
li«ir Representatives
of votes is president, the other
IKE.: circle one of the
is vice-president)
' L, for secretary-treasurer)
Richard Westphal
Piescott Harri?
Robert Wilson
Arthur Koenig
Secretary
Thomas McGann
Nancy Coleman
Roderick Nicholson
Edith Pcnucci
Alan Rubin
PUBLISHING
ASSOCIATION
Richard Trenholm
| Sophomore Representatives
President
Vote tor two)
(Both candidates will be memDavid Howie
bers of the association)
Alan Goddarjj
William Dill
Robert Lennon
Jane Emery
Walter Stover
Secretary
Janet Clark
Karl Koss
["DENT GOVERNMENT
Junior Representatives
(Vote for one man and one
WARD
woman)
| President
Fay Johnson
Patricia Dunn
Carl Woodcock
Martha Rayder
John Moore
I Vice-President
William Paradis
E!sa Baschner

Women's Ballot

Rath Potter
| Secretary-Treasurer

Chest Committee will recommend to its sponsors tonight that the
two-year-old combined fund scheme be abandoned for the coming
year.

coming year, the Publishing Association announced today.
William Norris will head the Garnet staff. Editorship of the

In a competitive examination
with approximately 1500 New York
City and State area students on
Jan. 28, Turkeltaub received a rating of tenth highest in the State
area.
The scholarship is given to 100
students, 50 in the city area and
50 in the State area, on the basis
of a six-hour standard aptitude
exam, the first part covering aptitude and the second pre-medical
achievement. Thirty-six scholarships
are given for medicine and 14 for
denistry in four installments ot
S750, once every year.
Turkeltaub plans to use the
$3,000 scholarship to cover his tuition at Syracuse University where
he has been accepted for four years
of medical work.

Melissa Meig<
Norma Reese
Rae Stillman
| Sophomore Representatives
'Vote for two)
Sally Bidwell
Margaret Fox
Alice Huntington
Cynthia Spitz

A Spring and Summer Fashion
Show will highlight Betty Bates

Main Speaker
Max Bell
William Dill
Toastmaster
James Anderson
Karl Koss
William Norris
Toast to the Faculty
Herbert Bergdahl
Roland Keans
Toast to the Seniors
Norman Buker
Jane Kendall
Toast to the Coeds
Carleton Crook
Dana Jones
Toast to the Men
Martha Rayder
Rae Stillman
Class Marshal
Ralph Perry
Richard Westphal

Barbara Chandler
Jane Kendall
| 'ice-President
Jean Fletcher
^ch Foxon
I Secretary
Nancy Lowd
Mary Van Valkenburg
'fttsurer
Joan Garoutte
!

»ogene McKee

All-College Ballot
;RISTIAN ASSOCIATION
lent
mr Darken

Calendar
|«V, March 15
7'K »*»* dinner. 7 p.m., Fiske
**"« Room.
M March 17
all

^ Bates night, Women's Lock5 Bmlding, 7-9 p.m.
Lrbbey 4,

N March 18
s

'Hiare Dance, gym.

CLASS OF 1952
President
Robert Cagenello
Ruth Potter
Vice-President
Thomas McGann
Anthony Orlandella
Secretary
F.lsa Buschner
Florence Dixon
Treasurer
Nathaniel Boone
Norman Hammer

*J». March 20
IV '« elections, gym lobby. CLASS OF IMS
*a,n-5:30 p.m.
President
5
Robert Lennon
smoker. Chase Hall, 7:30-10
Walter Stover
'■ March 21
Vice-President
es,,i
Alan Goddard
m
e meeting:
William Ellis.
I IT, rtSi,le
Charles Bucknam
I***: Chase Hall. 7 p.m.
Secretary
c
Dorothy WikofT
Alice Huntington
** March 17
"""*'[ by Revet end Lew:s Bre« a"tone. and the trumpeteer
LAMBDA ALPHA
lpjr. °minic's High School. AcPresident
*«*• src RacllcI Kastman and
Ruth Fehlau
Jane Kendall
> March 20
Nancy Moulton
* if, v. °f Music Series directed
Vice-President
Constance Fales
fc£%. March 22
Carol Woodcock
servic
Kr"'
« 1«1 by Hugh
(Continued on page four)

hapel Schedule

Club Ballots

77 Women, 69 Men

Last semester 146 students, or
Night this Friday at the Women's
18.7 per cent of the total enrollment,
Locker Building from 7 to 8 p.m.
achieved the dean's list. Dean Rowe
Freshman
women
will
model announced in chapel Monday mornclothes from Ward Brothers. Doro- ing.
The women led the men with a
thy Wikoff is in charge of the
total of 77 honor students, while the
show, sponsored by Ward's.
men bad 69. By percentage this was
Candidates for Betty Bates of 24 per cent and 15 per cent, respectively, of the total enrollment of
1950 are as follows:
women and men. Classwise the senFlorence Dixon, Virginia Edge, iors took the field with 51 students,
Jean Fletcher. Cynthia Keating. followed by the juniors. 42; sophoMary Leckemby. Ruth Potter, and
Dorothy Wood, who represent the
sophomore class.

mores. 27; and freshmen. 26. By percentages the totals were 34. 26. 13.
and 10 per cent.
The percentages by men's dorms
were Bardwell, 28; Smith Middle 27;
Sampsonville. 23: Smith North.
17.4; John Bertram, 13; East Parker, 11.6; Off-Campus, 10.7; Smith
South, 10.6; West Parker. 10.3.
The women's dormitories had the
following percentages: Rand, 42;
Wilson, 37; Mitchell, 37; Sampson(Continued on page four)

Student Government Board Approves
Proctors And Stu-G Office Candidates

IVY DAY SPEAKERS

JfHLETIC ASSOCIATION
I President

tourney,

Playoffs Featured
At Smoker Monday

Ward's Spring Fashions Dean's List Includes
Highlight BettyBatesNite

President
Max Bell
Michael Stephanian
Vice-President
Harold Cornforth
Theodore Coshnear
Secretary
Joan Holmes
Martha Rayder
Treasurer
Leon Blackmon
Ralph Perry

'Vote tor two)
Mary Lou Conron

.**«* Fellowship.
JKm,

David Turkeltaub received last
Thursday a $3,000 New York
State scholarship for professional
study in medicine.

CLASS OF 1951

| Senior Advisor

debate

Turkeltaub Wins
$3000Scholarship

1951 Mirror remains undecided.
Clark stated that Betty Dagdigian will serve as STUDENT
A four-page report evaluating
the 1949-50 drive and suggesting
managing editor. Richard Nair will hold the position of senior editor.
that the campus "return to an inConstance Moulton has been named to replace Wilfred Bardividual agency solicitation probeau as business manager of the STUDENT. Barbeau will head
gram" will go before the Student
the business department of the 1951 Mirror. Michael Stephanian
Council, Student Government
Board, and Christian Association
will be business manager for the Garnet.
Cabinet for consideration.
The STUDENT appointments
Maintain Study Group
arc effective -with the issue of
The report also recommends that
April 19. Clark plans to announce
a group similar to the present Camfurther changes in the editorial
pus Chest Committee be maintained
board before spring vacation.
"to study the appeals of separate
Editor-in-Chief
charitable agencies and decide upon
Clark will take over the top' The climax to the P«ng-P°ng.
the feasibility of allowing such
STCDENT editorship with two billiards, pool and bowling_tournadrives on campus." This commitand a half vears' experience on the ™n«s will occur "«» Mond. evetee would recommend methods of
» ,,
i
%.: (...i, nine, when the Student Council
staff He wrote features his fresh-. nl"f' " .
,
. p.
procedure to campus groups spon„„, ,a t»„
line reportrenort- «'i hold its men s smoker m Chase
man year andA got
by line
soring fund drives.
ing "Commissar" Robert Corish's Hall.
In explaining the recommendamayoralty campaign antics that
The smoker will feature playoffs
tions, the report states that "there
spring. As an associate news edi-'in the various activities. Eliminais . . . the experience of two years
tor his sophomore year, he was in ' tions in bilalrds, pool, ping-pong,
of unsuccessful drives at Bates to
charge of Student Council cover-) and bowling have been continuing
prove that individual agencies do
age. He has been news editor since for the past few weeks.
not realize as full financial support
Robert Corish and Prescott Harlast April.
as they have when allowed to conWhile in high school at his for- ris are in charge of the smoker.
duct separate drives."
mer home town of Newport. N. H.. They have disclosed that ice cream,
Reasons For Failure
he was editor of two publications punch, and other refreshments will
The Campus Chest total for last
be available at the affair.
(Continued on page two)
year was $2149.57. only $200" more
TO HEAD STUDENT STAFF AFTER VACATION—Constance
than the World Student Service
Moulton, business manager; Richard Nair, senior editor; Charles
(Continued on page four)
Clark, editor-in-chief; Betty Dagdigion, managing editor.

Class Ballots

Jane: Hayes
Joan Holmes

»„iClu!>

Charles Clark will be editor-in-chief of the STUDENT for the

htl.i Monday in the gym lobby from 8:30 a. m. to

cW>»s
elates not included here nominated candidates last night.
Club
■ p. 01

J*hool

Still more than $2200 shy of their announced goal, the Campus

William Ellis

Ellis Speaks On
Communism At
Fireside Chat

Barbara Chandler, Nancy Coleman, Ruth Fehlau, Joan Holmes,
Margaret Moulton. Norma Reese,
and Grace Ulrich, who are junior
Proctors and candidates for Sturepresentatives.
dent Government offices, chosen by
Cynthia Black. Patricia Cart- the Stu-G Nominating Committee
wright, Maxine Hammer, Navarre were approved by the Board at last
Harrington, Doris Kinney. Ruth Wednesday evening's meeting.
Martin, and Judith Witt, who are Proctors are:

The speaker for the second
Christian Association fireside, originally- scheduled for February 21
and cancelled because of a mix-up
in dates, will make his appearance
here next Tuesday evening in
Chase Hall.
William Ellis. Harvard'46, internationally prominent student leader
will speak on "Chnsmn.ty and
Communism".
"elder statesman" of the
An
American Student Christian, Move_„t and former vice-presKlent ot
Z nternational Union of Students
Fl is was in Europe for two and a
Elf years following his graduate
tion from Harvard.
Bffi. attended the World Student
Congress held at Prague. Czccho
232 <" August 1946. where h
assumed the vice presidency o
1US. the only secular world or
ganization of student, He was instrumental in funding the NSA
the following summer at Madison.
Wis.
When the IUS became Co.nmunW
dominated duripg the Czec °ist
slovakian Revolution of
Marcn
STEIH. ".igned the vice presidency.
Ellis, an active member o the
New England Student Christian
Movement in his -dergraduat
days served as co-chairman of the
SS O-At-Ka spring conference
a„? as a leader at the 1949 conference.
Arrangements for «•««"££
are being handled by the CA Per
Tnal Relations Commission. The
Program will begin at 7 p~

senior candidates.

Rand Hall; Barbara Ellis and Ruth
Russell, Women's Union.
The board discussed the possibility "of including a non-voting freshman representative on Stu-G next
year.

The possibility of co-operating
with the Women's Athletic Association in furnishing a room in the
new :nfirmary was also discussed.
President Rae Walcott reported
that additional rooms would be
available in Rand next year in
place of the infirmary rooms, which
will no longer be used for that purpose. The infirmary kitchen will
also be available for the use of
Mary Leckemby and Clarice
women living in Rand.
Cornforth. Milliken House; Judith
House council procedure was
Never* and . Jean Fletcher, Frye
and Friday.
discussed. National Student AssoStreet
House;
Jane
Bower
and
Coed volley ball will be played in
ciation study tours for the coming
the cage tomorrow evening from Larch Foxon, Hacker House;
Gladys Bovino and Grace Ulrich, summer were mentioned.
7:30 to 9:30.

The judges of the Betty Bates
contest. Miss Walmsley, Mrs. Kendall, and Miss Stoneham, will base
their decision on posture, poise,
grooming, and neatness of the candidates.
Betty Daniels. Chairman for Becoming Betty Bates events, announced that apples and oranges
will be sold in women's dormitories
by WAA representatives, tomorrow

Ruth Potter and Dorothy Wood,
Roger Williams Hall; Nancy Kosinski and Barbara Spring, Whittier House; Mary Berryment and
Constance Moulton,
Mitchell
House; Florence Dixon and Virginia Edge, Wilson House; Margery Schumacher and Nancy Larcom, Chase'House; Elsa Buschnet
and Miriam Olson, Cheney House.

Memorial Services Held
For Dr. Arthur Leonard

Memorial services were held in
the chapel Saturday for Dr. Arthur
Newton Leonard, retired Bates
professor of German, who died last
Thursday at 79 following a long
illness.
Dr. Leonard, known to his students and fellow professors as
"Dutchy," retired from the faculty
in 1941 after serving here 42 years.
Active In College And Community
He was a founder and first secretary-treasurer of the Gamma
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, coauthor of Ham and Leonard's Brief
German Grammar, secretary of the
Maine Modern Language Association for many years, and chairman
of the faculty. In this position he
presided at many chapel services.
He edited the college catalog for
Dr. Arthur Leonard
many years.
Dr. Leonard was also an active
churchman and deacon at the United Baptist Church years before his
illness, and served as president of
the Auburn-Lewiston Kiwanis Club
in 1925.
He was well-trained in music, an
A cheering squad to be composed
(Continued on page -four)
of no more than seven or no less
than five upperclassmen was approved by the Student Council at
the meeting last Wednesday.

Stu-C Approves
New Plan For
Cheering Squad

The ratio of men to women on the
squad will be left to the discretion

FT A And STUDENT
Agree On Club Policy

The Future Teachers of America
of the selection committe, which chapter voted last night to endorse
will be composed of the Stu-C and the STUDENT'S proposed liberalof the present
ExtraStu-G presidents, the head cheer ization
curricular
Activities
Committee
leader for the current year, and a policy confining all club meetings
faculty representative from both to one night a month.
the Men's and Women's Physical
Members pointed out that many
Education Department.
prospective teachers genuinely interested in joining the FTA are
The head cheerleader will be a
unable to do so because" of conman and will also be selected by flicts in meeting time with departthe committee.
mental clubs.
The suggestion that half the
Under the new plan, the squad
clubs meet on the second Tuesday
will be responsible for its activities
of the month, when all of them now
to the selection committee, and will meet, and the other half be allowed
Bob Cagenello's Bates Bobcats i Chandler, publicity; Robert Hay- receive its financial support from to convene on the first or fourth
in their second campus appearance ward, waiters and catering; Joan the Stu-C, Stu-G, and the physical Tuesday was outlined in a STUof the year, will furnish dance mu- McCurdy, decorations; and William education departments for men and DENT editorial last week.
The editorial also proposed that
sic for the annual Pop Concert and Stevens, lights.
women.
the rule restricting students to
Dance, Friday, March 24. The
A letter with a megaphone sym- membership in only two club3 be
Bates Choral and Orphic Societies,
under Mr. Norton's direction, and
bol will be given to men of the eliminated.
the Modern Dance Club, under the
Last nighty FTA meeting was
squad after the first year's service,
leadership of Miss Rowe, will proheld
in the home of Prof. Emeriand for two years' service and sevide the entertainment during intus R.A.F. MacDonald, former
lection for a third, a varsity sweattermissions, making the event a
chairman of the Bates education deSign-ups are now posted in the er vHill he awarded. Comparable
truly all-college affair.
partment. Dr. MacDonald was the
Little Theatre for the annual Bible
As previously announced, the Reading Contest to be held on awards will be .made to women par- first advisor for the chapter, which
was named for him at its founding
ticipants on the squad.
dance committee is under the di- March 27.
in 1947.
rection of Avon Cheel. Avon is a
Selections for the contest may be
It was also made known at the
Guest speaker at the meeting
senior majoring in sociology and a seven-minute reading from any
meeting that the Stu-C will soon
has had previous experience in this part of the Bible, or a combination make recommendations to revise was Mr. Taylor of the sociology
type of work, including the chair- of reading and exposition totaling the nominating system for college department, who told the members
that he favored incorporating conmanship of the decorations com- seven minutes, the reading being not
elections.
'
sumer education in the high school
mittee for the Pop Concert of less than four minutes.
curriculum. He explained how such
The
plan
must
be
approved
by
1949.
Sign-ups should be completed this
a program could be integrated with
The dance committee includes week. Preliminaries will be held on the women's Student Government,
the traditional course offerings of
Miss
Walmsley
and
Mr.
Lux
beCharles Clark, dance band; Karl Friday, March 24, at 4 p. m. in the
the average school.
fore
it
is
put
into
effect.
I
Little
Theatre*.
Koss, tables and crew; Barbara

Pop An All-College Affair, Avon
Cheel Heads Dance Committee

Students Sip Up For
Bible Reading Contest

TWO
%

THE BATES STUDENT, MARCH 15, 1950

Editorials
Voters Only

Identify Major Post Candidates;
Include All-College Presidents

Student leadership at Bates in recent years has shown frequent
Even on a campus as small as
glimmerings and occasional flowerings of real responsibility and
Bates, the situation sometimes arises
constructive action for the welfare of the students and the college that all the students are not sure Of
as a whole.
the identity of some of the upperThe Student Council and Student Government have accom- classmen running for major campus
offices. In order to help remedy this
plished more than the bulk of students may realize. In a variety of
as much as possible, it might be adinstances they have shown the administration that students are visable to connect some of the canworth listening to. They have demonstrated that students as well didates' names with their major activities, the things students will reas faculty can act responsibly when they are trusted to do so.
member having seen them do.
Elections Are Important
Student Council
It is only through this process of gaining the confidence of the
The election procedure of the StuPowers That Be that Bates students can expect a sympathetic ear dent Council is such that all the
when it comes to having their say about college rules, policies, and eight men running for senior representative are eligible for the presiattitudes which need changing.
dency.
That's why all-college elections are so important.
A varsity debater. Max Bell is a
We aren't addressing this to the characters who think it is smart member of the National Student
never to vote in a college election "because the Council never does Association committee on the camanything anyway." They're the ones who gripe for the sake of pus. He also serves on the steering
committee of the Public Affairs
hearing themselves talk. We never pay much attention to them.
Commission of the Christian AssoThe students we want to read this are the ones who believe with ciation. During the campaign for
us that the governments have been accomplishing something and the amalgamation of the governing
can accomplish a lot more next year and the year after. They are bodies, Bell took part in the chapel
program panel. His attitude was that
the ones who will vote.
the plan being put up to the student
No Popularity Contest
vote would not be effective enough
All-college elections should not be a popularity contest. Just be- to warrant its adoption.
Herbert Bergdahl, one of the
cause he says hello and calls you by your first name every day
guards in "Antigone", has been the
doesn't mean you've got to vote for him. We'd like to see Stu-C
off-campus representative to Stu-C
and Stu-G full of people who have the time, energy, patience, and this year. He is also the secretaryabilities to make the governments responsible and effective.
treasurer of the men's off-campus
When student leadership has failed in the past it has not been organization. Bergdahl is also a debater, and recently took part in the
because of any lacking in personal popularity. It has usually been
bridge tourney playoffs held here.
because the leaders didn't have the enthusiasm, balance, and per- Along with William Perham, counseverance to make student government work.
cil president, Bergdahl represented
Bates is a good place to go to college. A year from now it will Stu-C at the Maine Intercollegiate
Student Council and Government
probably be a slightly better place to go to college. Just how much
meeting at Colby.
credit the students will be able to take for this fact depends a lot
William Dill, another debater, has
on what sort of leadership they provide next Monday.
served on the council for over a

New Bureau photographer. He was
also a member of the Choral Society.
Publishing Association
It is customary for the two junior
representatives of the Publishing
Association to be the candidates for
president.
William Dill is a candidate for
this position and that previously
mentioned as president of Stu-C.
The other junior representative,
Jane Emery, has, besides maintaining her membership on the PA, been
in the Choral Society, the Future
Teachers of America, and the Gould
International Relations Club.
Christian Association
There are two candidates for the
presidency of the CA.
Arthur Darken, present head of
the Public Affairs Commission, has
been on the CA Cabinet for three
years. Darken, varsity track manager, is the president of the Bates
World Government Club and the
head of the chapel committee. Darken is a proctor in John Bertram
Hall

Looks like June is really whooping
along the way - - - everybody s
sweating out the hour writtens - - seniors worrying through theses
- - - Prexy entertaining the gradsMargaret Moulton is the viceho-be at dinner - - - and everybody
president of the CA, a member of
needing hip boots to get across
the Cabinet and of the Nature Study
campus over the slushy walks - - Group. She is active in Robinson
better to swim cross-country - Players and is a proctor in Roger
Speaking of Prexy's dinners
Williams Hall.
... we went recently - - - gave
Womens Athletic Association
us a large chuckle to walk
There are two candidates for the

presidency.
Barbara Chandler, present vicepresident of WAA, is a proctor in
Frye Street House. She is a member of the choir and Choral Society,
and was, last year, secretary of Der
Deutsche Verein. During carnival
this year, she was a co-director of
the ice show.
Jane Kendall is a member of the
WAA board as the representative
of the town girls. She belongs to
the Modern Dance Club and Spofford Club, and was a member of the
Amalgamation Committee. Jane is a
member of the Garnet board, and
played the part of Eleanor Apley
in the recent Robinson Players' production of "The Late George
Apley".
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Layng 52. Ruth Parr '52, Caroline Rothatein '52,
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Business Manager
Wilfred Barbeau'51
Circulation Manager
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Robert
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Advertising Managers
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was the firing squad - - - the
waitress almost gave Prexy a
jolt with a shoulderful of choc-

FTA Backs Proposal
To the editor of the STUDENT:
The suggestions in last week's
editorial regarding re-examination
of the policy governing extracurricular clubs were well taken and appear especially appropriate to the
Future Teachers of America. With
the return of practice teaching to
the Bates curriculum, the F. T. A.
has more meaning and significance
than formerly. Yet, enthusiastic
future teachers are prohibited from
sharing in this club's activities dut
to conflicts in meeting time with
departmental organizations.

Integral Actiivitj

To the editor

should no, be forced r''8
tween two conflict;,, °
of which have n
We feel that c|ub
»»ch
tore Teachers ,
farlane Club, and hS**
lations Club should h ""'*
%t
their own.
^

The Student Activities Committee was not without some undcr(Continued on page four)

Politico's Dilen
And Guidance Too

time
We saw a magazine lately - - and someone has done a study on
people's snores - - - seems that women snore more rhythmically than
men - - - never underestimate the
power of a woman
speaking of
snoring - - - reminds us of the latest
"banned in Boston" tune
called "Go to Sleep" - - - don't know
how they'd sell anything if there
wasn't a Boston to ban it in - - which, however, or, for, and so on
as it were
if you'll forgive
the expression -_- -

congratulations - - - which has
been the latest fad in the dining
room
seems that with the
double-standard, you must still
let the man chase you until you
catch him

, ^

0

We agree! ,n
'crdt
clubs shouldn't hav r<lePartJ
with department! c|uh cfl
currkuiar activities ,-,-,.'' If <
tegral part of , ..".'' '°btj

the best we've had in a long

sings best wishes to her, not

riOTHER-

Letters To The Editor

olate ice cream - - - coffee was

someone needs acclimation - - when a girl gets engaged, one

To the editor of the STUDENT:
I think the addition of another
"club night" to the college month
and the removal of present membership restrictions can have two
beneficial effects:
(1) The importance of clubs as
an extra-curricular activity on campus can be more directly determined
if thev are allowed to compete more
freely with other scheduled activities. Conflicts among activities will
not be cured by the STUDENT
proposal; but because they can only
meet once a month, there is no
way at present for clubs to prove
their superiority or inferiority to
other campus activities. Present
conditions show that many clubs
lose groups of potential members
due to meeting restrictions, while
other activities, though scheduled
by blue slips, go practically unattended.
(Continued on page four)

To the editor of in,

1

ST(

To us in the World r J
Club it i- mot. ga,Jr*.
clubs be con ■
same night, i r, J '
many people o:, Ca
'j
enough in Du
national relation- t0 :.- md j
clubs in this
; ^
one in another interes, ^
Tlu-re are „
with govern-...Relations (
Tha may .....
for few pe pi,

the

r'r

. "*
- /^L
M
. ™ *1

fi

sa

are

night. Tha:

_

*j

either or. •
ready small

Thu.'.\J
really ij

ed
" "'"
-led in'T
attendance, even thou(
groups meet a: different a
They certainly couldn't merH 1
cause their views on world j
[
(Continued on page f,,)

May we take this opportunity to
offer best wishes to Barb Leighton
who got engaged last Saturday
night - - - and to Cindy Black and
Stan Hall '49 who did the same
Sunday night - —

Salaam! The Dean's List

As Dr. Sawyer pointed out in his brief talk before the reading
/n
6
«f .k« J«. > i- .
• J
. ,
.
lwo year ping-pong champion.
ot the dean s list — judgment, wisdom, and evaluation are so much Robert LaPointe is a member 01
more desirable of attainment than high marks.
the tennis team. He has also played
Do grades really have enough validity to merit rousing every- varsity basketball.
Recently appointed editor of the
body out of bed at 8:30 in the morning to hear the reading of the
Garnet, William Norris has been acSacred Roster of Those Who Knew the Answers?
tive in that organization and in the
Spofford Club. This year he has
been representing his class on Stu-C.
became an assistant news editor,
Norris, who is married and has a
in charge of denominational club
son, writes the weekly Sampsonville
(Continued from page one)
news and later, administration covcolumn in the STUDENT and is
and served as a correspondent for
erage. She has been feature editor
active in the Ball and Chain Club.
the Manchester Union. Clark is a
during the past year.
government major. He is manager
Ralph Perry is a varsity football,
As a high school senior ii> K a.
of the football band and a member
basketball, and baseball player. A
ing, Mass., Betty held two editorof the Orphic Society.
proctor in West Parker Hall,
ship*. She is an English major and
Garnet Editor
Perry has also served his class as
a member of the Future Teachers
treasurer.
William Norris. newly appointed
of America and the International
Garnet editor, has had more than a
tudent Government
Relations Club.
year's experience on the editorial
There are two candidates for the
staff of the literary magazine. He Senior Editor
presidency of Stu-G.
Richard Nair, who will occupy
was on the advisory board last-year
Patricia Dunn, proctor of Wilson
and is now serving as assistant edi- the new post of senior editor, has House, has served on Stu-G for two
tor.
written news, features, and ediyears, first as a class representative,
For nearly two years Norris has torials for the STUDENT dur- then as house president.
written the "Sampsonville Scene" ing the last three years. As a freshMartha Rayder is a three-year vetcolumn and other stories for the man he was assistant news editor eran of Stu-G, now holding the poSTUDENT. He is a member of in charge of Student Council, and sition of vice-president. A cheerthe Student Council and the Spof- later, debate and radio coverage. leader. Martha was last year's Betty
ford Club.
Last year he was make-up editor. Bates. She was also secretary of her
Managing Editor
Since last April he has been assoclass for two years. Martha is a
Betty Dagdigian comes to the ciate editor and writer . of the proctor in Roger Williams Hall.
Views
Student Outing Club
post of STUDENT managing edi- "STUDENT
tor with nearly three years of Views" column.
The Outing Club has nominated
STUDENT news and feature writNair is a history and government
two candidates for president.
ing to her credit on the paper. At major and a varsity debater. He was
Richard Westphal, council memthe end of her freshman year she lucent!..- elected to Delta Sigma Rho.
ber for three years, has been a
member of the Outing Club Board
for two years, first as head of the
equipment room, then as co-director
<>f the carnival. Westphal is a varsity
track man.
Robert Wilson has been on the
(Founded in 1873)
Outing Club council for two years
Editor-in-Chief
Robert Foster 50- and has served on the board this
Managing Editor
.... Florence Lindquist '50
past year as director of cabins and
Associate Editor
Richard Nair '51
News Editor
Charles Clark '5! trails. Wilson is varsity basketball
manager and has recently started as
Assistant News Editors: Raymond 'Sennett '51; MeiissaM eigs "Si
Edmund Bashista '51, Carolyn Wells '51
Jean MacKinnon '52, Richard Goldman
May We Serve You
„
_,.
'52, John Rippey '53
As We Have Your Folks
sfcJtTiStfi?
James Leamon '53
And Your Folks' Folks
SEiffSL
Wade'SO
Jfafce-Us,
Bdftor
jRobert
Mn McCurdv .5,
with BETTER FOOD
*.«PW
'" w
Kathleen Kirschbaum .5,
'53
Staff Photographer
......;.
Robert H
Since 1875

into Rand reception room and
see people lined up - - - wt
couldn't figure out which side

By the way - - - seems that

year, during which time he has
worked particularly on the bookstore committee and the freshman
dorm questionnaire. Dill is also a
member of the Publishing AssociaSixty-four and four-tenths per cent of the 18.7 per cent of the tion, and has served on the CA Cabstudent body on the dean's list achieved quality point ratios ot inet as head of the Freshman Committee.
3.400 or better last semester.
Leroy Faulkner, a proctor in
After due consideration, we reply: "So what?"
Smith South, has played varsity
. Many of our friends on the faculty tell us —and we find it easy football and basketball for two
to believe — that grades can be at best oniy crude and inaccurate years.
Council secretary-treasurer, Dana
indications of the quality and quantity ot uie education gained bj
Jones, has worked on the cheerleadstudents from a semester in the classroom.
ing committee, and has revised the
whole plan under which cheerlead
Striving For The Shadow
ing is operated. As acting head of
But so many Bates students are "mark-happy". So many "strive the cheerleaders, he is now holding
ror the shadow rather than the substance". And we wonder if such practices for next year's tryouts.
austere proceedings as the "honors day" affair Monday don't really! J°nes is also active in the Modem
encourage this practice.
.Dance Club, the ski team, and the

Poise On Pen

1S

OUR'

RECEPTION ROOM

Sampsonville Scene
By Bill Norris

At least the mice can eat the
food that's served in the din-'
ing room - - - which is iots more
than some of the rest of us can
do - - - Rand Hall has been
plagued by mice or rats lately
- - - they had their third annual
reunion in the cafeteria the other evening
with the most of
the family attending - - - We
got a play-by-play description
of the proceedings from the vantage point at the key hole - - -

They say the squares arc ^oing
First news concerns the arrival of Garcelon House. Wednesday, March
to
have a dance in the Alumni Gym
Richard Packard. Jr., who arrived 29, 7:30.
- - - next Saturday night - - - Joe
Dawn and Kitty are sporting new.
at the CMC Hospital on the 27th of
Elastic and his Rubber Band will
bright green snow suits. In time
February. Bernice is now comfortprovide intermission entertr-nment.
for St. Patrick's Day. The kids went
ably .'it home: Baby Richard in condown when our Lake Andrews rink
At least the Lewiston Bus
tent: Poppa is justifiably proud. was thawing and two of them went
company has faith in »he maCongratulations.
in up to their knees. Sorry, mothture conservatism of the youngers. I promised to keep their seer Batesinas ... everything
Sick List
cret.
went black on the>bus returning
Hospitals seem to have quite an
to campus from the Roller Skats
A few words regarding basketball
attraction. Pete Carsley was sepa- (Intramural). Freddy no longer has
- - - close observers tell us the
rated from his appendix on March tears in his eyes — the roof fell in
view wasn't nearly as good as
6 up at the VA's place in Togus. on us. Maybe next year!!
on
the
Greyhound
which
Must have been like old home week
brought vacationers back after
Correction: Frank and Grace
since George Brinkerhoff was up
Christmas - - there with him. George was under- Cooper are the parents of a fine
strapping son; not a daughter as I
The boys in Parker will do anygoing treatment for an infection on
said earlier.
things for a laugh - - - '-"rankenstein
the side of his face. All's well now
Georgie Bryant wins the "I mysti- has a mask
wanders into a room
tor them both. And while we're on
lights a
the gloomy subject of sick lists: fied my mother" award for the week. in the dead of night
Add "Sully" Porter's name. She He locked himself in the bathroom flash under the mask - - - and wake
Aiiiii!
went home for a visit and latest re- and Mom, Ida Lee, had to borrow the sleeper
ports say she has contracted pluer- the Dunham's key to let him out.
Troop leader Hal Cornforth
isy. Lil' Sandy Buker is the only Sandbox Samplings
an-* the members of the Rabbit
The Sampsonville-Sandbox Little
wee one on the "unwell" list. She is
Patrol of J. B. made an oversuffering from a case of laryngitis. Peoples Marching and Chowder
night hike to Boston
set up
Society held spring practice for the
camp in a famous hostelry ...
That heavy rain last week plus
coming season. New members inand attended the theatre and
some below zero weather gave us
clude Cheryl McGee, Tootsie Carsour own private skating rink. Fred
concert - - - a jump preview of
ley, Derry In-man, Linda Hatch,
the Cultural trip to New York,
and Ginger Jones gave the onlookGeorgie Bryant and Sandy Buker.
maybe
ers a treat as they did an "Ice CaJudy and Roberta Jones, Donna
pades" duet for all assembled.
Fairfield, and Joan Painter are
There's been heavy traffic up to
Wives Meeting Tonight
Sandbox grads, while Billy, Kathy, the infirmary after meals lately - - The Wives Club will resume meet- and Dawn joins the ranks of sea- everyone's been checking her weight
ings with an affair tonight at Kay soned veterans. Kent Buker, Susan on sterilized scales
Rae has a
Cannon's apartment—No. 23 Bard- Fainter, Dick Packard, Jr., and germy one to offer if this notice
well House. Canasta hands will be Frank Cooper, Jr., are passing it up j causes barring from the infirmshuffled at 7:30. For those who like until the 1951 season. In the words ary - - .
to do their planning long range of the sage of Garcelon House, Vin„
Mu,t
style, the next meeting will be held cent McGee, "Who will be this
"^ " " "
at the Norris apartment—No. 26 year's Sandbox Sandbagger?"
p^ Q Phree

Greyhound Fares Home
AreLowerThanYouThink!
OneWav
E*ostorn
Hartford

One Way

$3.15 '
5.75

New York
Springfield

Plus U.S. Tax - Big Extra Savings on Rou-d Trips

HARTFORD and NEW YORK
EXPRESS BUSSES TO BOSTON.
FRIDAY - MARCH 31
Via Maine Super-Highwa;
Send Your Reservation Card
GREYHOUND TERMINAI
169 Maine St.

Tel. 2-8932

GREYHOUND

THEATRES

EMPIRE

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
March 15, 16, 17, 18
"WHEN WILLIE COMES
MARCHING HOME"
- with Dan Dailey
Week of March 19
•SAMPSON AND DELILAH"
- with Heddy Lamarr - Victor Mature

Fountain Specials .. .

STRAND

The New

AUBURN

Wednesday, Thursday, March 15, 16
Thurs. - Fri. . Sat.
Beau Geste,
Gary Cooper, Robert Preston
March 19, 20, 21, 22
My Friend Irma,
"MONTANA" starring
Diana Lynn, Don DeFore
ErroU Wynn - Alexis Smith
Friday, Saturday, March 17, 18
Trail Of Rustlers,
Friday and Saturday Only
Charles Starrett, Smiley Burnette
FIVE BIG ACTS VAUDEVILLE
The Great Gatsby,
Alan Ladd, Betty Fields
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
Sun., Mon., Tues., March 19, 20, 21
March 16, 17, 18
Prince Of Foxes,
"THE
NEVADAN"
Tyrone Power, Orson Welles
Backfire,
- starring Virginia Mayo, Gordon MacRae Randolph Scott and Dorothy Malone

Hunt
Room
Elm Hotel - Auburn
COMPLETE DINNERS served dally including Sunday*
Meals 75c, 95c and up

Excellent Food - Courteouf Servl*

ERNIE'S MARKET

IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED

NANKING

Closest Spot to Campos

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS
Phone 2-6926 to Plac. Orders

NICHOLS TEA ROOM
162 Lisbon Street

S7.30
5.10

Lewiston, Main*

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.

TANTALIZING

Chinese
DINNERS

Tel. 2-6422
Sunday: 8 A. M. to »-.30 P. If.

RESTAURANT
CHINESE * AMERICAN

R. W. CLARK CO
DRUGS

CHEMICAL

BIOLOGICALS
4

Registered

Pharm»ci»,,

DINNERS
MAIN ST. at BATKS •*•
from 45c up
Tel. 3-0031
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me AU-Opponents; JwckstersFiirish;
Lose Meet 46-44
oCje Islanders Lead

Rebels Second Round Champs;
North, South Civil War Renewed

By Ralph Cate

Xot.cing how Bob Cousy was the
joe. P"Lading pomi-getter in the \p AII
. '.-,,1 by the American Pol] makes we wish" j
■
r, 5S and Asthe more that "Bullet Bill" Simp^rMl-^rican team* son could have done his playing at
: ,1 the.r a large mstitution
so as to receiye
see"* the recognition he so ricWy de
which
,eam
Tags. ecrved. For my money, Cousy hasn..
m<
anything on Bill!
,•„<■ C':.t> placed
Stewart, a
TOAST OF THE WEEK _
,
, -Uight
••I.efty" Faulkner. "Lefty" puHed
*jto can dri« for the one of the basketball oddities of the
<: •
••6:3 B,n vtar when he compiled a perfect
1 A„.
maintains shooting percentage for the varsity
islol u Connor is hoopsters. The "Old LefthanderIhe outcaged all s.x of his basket attempts.
ickboards.
We challenge another school to
51 lu
- ' equal thisl
one of the
By

-hooting
, i/o-captain
Island
position
i wski is

-

i

|*5 *""..;
**^^
.: '"''''.. ,

In

season

50 Footballers Report;
Running Split-T Drills

■

hTe": ^ ^ ^^ «

"Duke" Dukakis turned in a good
performance in the mile, as he won
that event in 4:50.2. Post of Worcester copped a second and Gene
Harley grabbed a third.

'Yogi"

■

,e Cats
v and
for'r
.rd at
* W«e M ' l's Don
and Coi
' >:an
La* guards
' ' '-"
Mand rios, Al Goddard and Dave Harkins
Con
4rK.and M
- from the freshman team have been
-tartmg ,]0jng most of the running from the
nerage' ' "ul I.ackfield positions. Ralph Perry and
tr
:--:
"1:in. George Brinkcrhoff are not availof a yable for spring practice, but figure
.

BJ0V

" ..ail

the cage'-

■•

see

Plent>-

of

action

ne

*> '=>»•
The line has been considerably
Sht
which weakened by the graduation of play-

'l(1

at

I

Xew Ham] shire, Bosand

ivtrsi;>
in UK

'vere
'All
■

:

to

e,

•

than mosl
. ■ .

•";

The opponent's Norris took a first
m the shot, tossing the sixteenpound -weight an unimpressive distance of 38 feet 3'/2 inches. Bud
Porter and John MacDonald filled
the second and third places respectively to give Bates a fighting
chance.

In the 45-yard low hurdles Nate
Boone brought home his second
winner of the day in the time of
5.4. H. Howell and K. Howell balanced the ledger by finishing sec-1
the injection of the split-T forma- ond and third.
tion into the attack. Pond has been
It was the next two events which
teachmg the single wing for nearly cost Bates the meet, as the lads
20 years, but this season with a rel- from Massachusetts swept these
atively small backfield, he has decid- contests 16-2. These were the 600.
ed to try this new formation to sup- and the 45-yard high hurdles, in
plement the single wing. Dick Berry which Bob Crandall and Don Roband Xate Boone from last year's erts were the only Bobcat finishers,
■quad, and Richie Raia, Don Bar- taking thirds in that order.

•

■■

l track meet of the
«n the cage last Saturday,

6
"3S ,0 Win du""« the afternoon. Howell and Roberts, both
of Worcester, finished" in the show
and place positions. However, the
interesting point is Nate's time of
4-6 seconds, which speaks for itself,
a good average time being 4.8.

mar

■

,-.

fina

,

-:'1

tilts
Eoenecticot, Rh l< I-land,
will
three o; tl
fifteen
!:m" Si:
Scott,
' the

ior 1950-5! :- <
■. Bale- mil at I asi be on a
n, but
eal
jr high-flyinj
feated
|ac cri IP read
the
ranks next uir.ur.

ers like Cunnane, Scott, Perham.
and Parent, but Pond still has a
fairly heavy line for next season.
Larry Ovian, Lefty Faulkner, Fred
Douglas, Bill Paradis, and Hal
Cornforth combined with Charlie
Pappas. Bill Kerr. and Bill Thomson from the freshman squad will
probably see most of the action next
fall.
Although there has been quite a
hiss due to graduation, with a nucleus from last year's squad, and an
addition of the members of the
freshman team, Bates figures to
have a strong team to field against
its opposition next season.

In the remaining events Paul
Walker and Dick Bellows tied for
first-place honors in the high jump,
leaping 5 feet 7 inches. Nate Boone
scored his third first in the broad
jump, - with a 21 foot 5*^ inch
spring; John O'Brien won a second
in the 1000 as did Ralph Mills in
the 300.
Next on tap is the spring track
season which begins in earnest on
April 10.

perfect fast-break man and as a
result he has his varsity letter in
basketball for the second consecutive season.
Born in New York City, Lee attended Jamaica High School where
he began his sports career as a
track man running in the 440 yd.
dash which accounts for his speed
and fast-break stamina. Here, too,
he participated in basketball and
this previous experience has greatly
benefitted both Lee and the varsity
squad.

Frosh Record 9-6;
Bucknam Top Man

The Southerners downed Bardwell and Sampsonville. their last
two hurdles in the second round of
Intramural basketball play, h«t
week, to become the second-half
By Alan Hakes
league winners, sporting a clean 7
Now that warm weather is on and 0 record. This places the Rebels
the way, the time has come when in the playoff tilt with the first half
a young man's fancy lightly turns winners from North which will come
about at the end of this week.

tc thoughts of other things than
basketball. But before we close the
The second round winners dropbook on the 1949-1950 season, let's ped the Bachelors in the first game
take a quick look back over the last Monday, the 6th, 68-54. The
record rung up by the Bates Bob- Rebels jumped off to a 10 point

Morrison were the high scorers for
North with 14 and 13 markers respectively.
South grabbed its final win, and
the league round .championship,
from Sampsonville, .57-40, in the first
game last Thursday evening. The
winners led by a very lopsided 31-6
score at halftime, but the Married
Men found the hoop in the final
frame to dump in 32 markers and
this still left them 7 points down at
the final Whistle. Quint Hall paced
the winners with 16 tallies, while
Fred Phillips and Bill Searles earned
second money by tossing in 14
apiece. Chick Leahey led the Sampsonvillites with his 13 hoops, and
Dick Dick and Mike Stephanian
backed him up with 10 each.

kittens.
lead in the early minutes of the
At the start of the season the game, and were never bested thereteam showed some potential possi- after. Fred Phillips and Quint Hall
bilities, but their lack of experience put in a fine evening for the victors
in playing together was soon evi- by each scoring an impressive' 23
The
Midlanders
dropped
the
dent. After beating St. Doms in points. Bob LaPointe was high man Northerners in the nightcap of the
the opener, the Kittens ran into a for the Bachelors with his 16 mark- evening 62-53. Although the losers
Lee reported for freshman bas- snag and dropped three in a row. ers, while Don Chalmers was close were down quite a few markers for
The first loss was to Coburn Class- behind with 13.
the greater part of the first half the
ketball and immediately was given
score stood 28-26 at the end of the
a starting position and the team had ical, then Edward Little, and in
Parker surprised the Northerners
a fine season. The following year their first game at the Lewiston by a slim 56-54 margin in the sec- first twenty. Dick Hartman was high
he reported for varsity basketball Armory, the Frosh were dropped by ond game of that same evening. scorer for the winners with 21 taland his good work resulted in a let- the Blue Devils of Lewiston High. The Parkerites notched their first lies, while Tony Rotondo threw up
The Kittens won their first out
18. Mo Morrison paced the Northter.
of town game against Frveburg, win of the half behind the double erners with 22 points.
high
scoring
of
Bob
Rubenstein
and
During the su-imer, Lee signed but were soundly shellacked by the
The first game on Friday night
up in the U. S. Marine Corps sum- Colby Frosh, 74-47. Finally, how- Paul Anderson, with 12 apiece, and
found
the Bachelors taking the meamer training program. On his re- ever, the Frosh seemed to find them- Jean Harris and Lee Peacock with
sure of J.B. 6/5-55. Don Russell led
turn Lee reported to i'etro and selves and embarked on a winning their 11 per. Dave Greene and Mo
Lee Blackmon
the Bardwellers' attack with 20 talonce again he had a good season. streak that saw them victorious in
lies, while Bob LaPointe.was one
Against
Bowdoin
in
the
last
State
Faulkner's shoulders to pour in a
seven straight games. First on the
down with 19. Roily Keans was the
two pointer in Globe Trotter fash- series game, he tossed in five list of victims came Governor game. Al Greaves and Al Goddard
J. Bites' hope with his 21 markers,
ion. Though he will deny it. the straight field goals and two free Dummer, followed in rapid succes- also contributed many timely points
and Hal Cornforth tossed in 19.
same kind of attention has been throws for a 12 point total and the sion by Frycburg, Hebron, Edward from the forward positions. At
Off-Campus crushed the- Parkerhonor of being the game's high Little, and Bridgton. In their sec- guards, Bill Thomson and Jim
given him throughout the season.
ites 74-45 in the second game of
Light and quick, Lee makes a scorer.
ond bout of the year at the Armory, Moody were the standouts. Both
the evening. Shirl Hamel was a
the Kittens came through with an used their height to good advanstandout performer for the Townies
upset victory over Lewiston, and tage on the boards, as Thomson
with his 26 points, and Bob Wade
/^MW
then they proceeded to bea^ Port- was third in scoring for the team, lent a helping hand with his 19.
The time of year known as bctween-seasons has arrived. Last-Saturday land Junior College to bring their and Moody's passing and floor- Jean Harris topped the Parker scorthe track team almost emerged with a victory but fell short by two points. season's record to nine wins and work set up many vital points. At ing with his 19 points, while Bob
The meet culminated intercollegiate activity until after the Spring recess. four losses. The last two games of center, the vast improvement of Rubenstein dropped in 12.
the year saw defeats at the hands Ken Weiler through the year conThe Intramural league has been providing action. Last week
The four games in this week's Inof Northeastern Business College tributed to the improvement of the
the boys from South clinched the second half championship as
tramural basketball play mark the
team
as
a
whole.
Ken
developed
a
and Colby Frosh, but it left the
they emerged undefeated. As a result they will meet North to
Kittens with a creditable nine and fine hook shot and learned to use wind-up of the season's activities in
settle the question of the champions for the year. This game will
his height in controlling both back- that sport, and will be sort of an
six mark for the year.
be played this Saturday, March 18th, at 2:30 p. m. in the Alumni
boards. Space does not permit the anti-climax to South's winning of
High
scorer
for
the
Frosh
over
Gym. Everyone is invited and as usual there will be no charge.
mention of the eleven others who the second round honors. However,
The tennis candidates are working out daily in the gym. If you have the whole season was Charlie helped the Bobkittens through the keep your eyes peeled for the day
business on the basketball court, proceed with caution. A rapidly moving Bucknam, with 187 points. Close year, but congratulations go. to and hour of the final playoffs, which
behind him was Don Barrios,
tennis ball makes a very painful bruise.
hose driving layups were the de- them as well as to Coach Bobby appears to be a renewal of the Civil
In spite of the weather, the baseball season is almost upon us.
War, between North and South.
Hatch for a fine season.
On graduation from high school
Lee went into the service, enrolling
at the Merchant Marine Academy
at Kings Point, Long Island. He
remained there from 1945 to 1947
when he was accepted at Bates.

(fanceloH

Practice will begin shortly and prospective candidates should
refer to the notice elsewhere on this page.

Notice
There will be a meeting of
all varsity baseball candidates
on Monday, March 20, at
4:15 p. m. in the Purinton
Room of the gymnasium.
On Tuesday, same place
and time, all freshmen basehall candidates will meet
with Coach Hatch.

What's the Odds:

. records
that Larr;, Qu
led the
.. -■
ints for
overage. Larr) converted
his floor trie~ and 67% of
% tosses. Ik- was followed
i 228
* a V.A a
!en re33$ of hi
)es and
his t'oui tl i
^ TAT ABOUT THIS 'N
jfa* of •
.; scribes
med out the best
writing careers. I
»hat provided them with
&"• incentive? - - The anHetic banquei is
be held
■■g. -Du.., men**Wwrj
football
■•to be the main -peaker in
&» will be enhanced by
**a*dpresentations. -- -

By Al Dunham

By Bob Purinton
Strange things happen in the
Bates Gym. but few are stranger
than the one that occurred in the
Campus Chest Benefit game. Quiet,
unassuming Lee Blackmon suddeny found all attention focused on
J" *? «°-y"d dash, Nate Boone him when he perched on Lefty

| .lefenBy John Ebert
to net
\t left
With 12 returning lettermen and
ro of five first string members of last
'
,.-.n last year's squad the Bates 1950 football
0* it
•f the team has begun its spring training
m^. The plavmak
ive-in
practice ^session. Nearly 50 candiiro*a- •
Yogi"
dates arc taking part in the drills
other
under head coach Ducky Pond and
-t allassistants Bob Hatch and Ed Petro.
I all
y& ■ ■ c
oints
The main feature so far has been
_, .,,,-.!:■.'.

the

we can do that laundry,
giving same day service;
shirts 3 day service?
1 .8 lbs. at 60c
8-plus lbs. at $1.00

JACK & JILL LAUNDERETTE
(Corner Sabattus and College)
TELEPHONE 4-79 12

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

TIBBYS
?*TS CENTER
0)* p0R

EVERY GAME
AND SPORT

'J.«n St.

I-ewiston

Phone 3-0431

Now is the time to

" E' Thibodeau

P* J- Thibodew
Edr

'A J. Thibodeau

Start Thinking About
Spring Suits

^l8ERs * FURJUERS
LLE

GE SERVICE

Prices Range from

Agent
^ROTHY FRYER
&"«W

House

DELIVERY SERVICE
^hone 4-7326

$45.00 up
Yes,Camels areSO MILD thai in a coast-to-coast
test of hundreds of men and women who 9tnoked
Camels —and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days,
noted throat specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

8VEN

*G SNACK

£S **A. Store

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE
OF THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS!

"""•^ from Campu.
95

ELM ST

M
Ph

t0

5:30 P. M.

°ne 2-5612

Lewi»ton, Main*
205 Main Street

7.7

ft

Campus Chest
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Letters To The Editor
run competition with the other
FTA Backs Proposal toBates
clubs. On these two nights
(Continued from page two)
standing When this case was presented. The committee considered
the problem of consistency to be of
major importance. In a letter to
the F. T. A. the views of this committee were expressed as follows:
"If it should permit the F. T. A.
to free-lance, there would be many
other requests, so many in fact that
the present faculty requirement
that groups meet on the second
Tuesday of the month and that a
student's membership should be
limited to two organizations would
be weakened and perhaps eventually broken down."
It is this type of ruling that the
STUDENT so aptly describes as
"causing more resentment than
good." Further, such restriction is
inconsistent with the alleged basic
philosophy of the report of the
Extra-Curricular Committee, which
states "that the whole complex of
extra-curricular activities should be
appreciated as an essential part of
the
•— total educational process and
more deliberately integrated with
our Bates Plan, especially with its
third phase, Which concerns general abilities and attitudes."
A change in policy would show
-WV. in the maturity of Bates men
faith
and women, who are most certainly
able to determine how many clubs
they may safely join. For a bigger
and better F. T. A. an alteration in
present ruling is a mutt.
Robert E. Dunn, presiden*■
Macdonald chapter,
Future Teachers of America

And Guidance Too
(Continued from page two)
(2) By giving students a large
element of choice, we would be bet
ter .fi
preparing
the
lei
G|Wi nig them
»■■■'■■■ for
■*
- many
■»
#1, .•
'
*-*
.V.....
ii,,11 UllrO
conflicting
decisions
they will
have
to make in later life when the daily
schedule is not so fully mapped out
by "blue slips"
If the college fears that student s
cannot choose
CailllOl
LIIUl^C wisely,
WI3MJ, it
». should
— ■ww— *"im
plement its inadequate advisory
system. Students who need help
with personal problems at the present time too often need someone to
point out to them that a problem
exists: and many who realize that
they need aid do not feel that they
know any faculty member to whom
they can confidently turn for personal advice. Mere posting of a list
giving every Bates student an advisor is not an adequate solution.
Bill Dill

there could be one meeting time,
say 7 p. m., which would still keep
the limit of clubs to two per person, if that be the quaint desire of
the administration. This plan would
enable those who are interested in
the field of public affairs or some
other comparable area where more
than one club is concerned, to attend both during the month without
spending an entire evening doing
it. It would thus increase attendance
and participation in both clubs.
Art Darken
President
World Government Club

Prof. Leonard
(Continued from page two)

(Continued from page two)
are quite different. What's our remedy?
Instead of one night, there should
be two club nights, the fir9t and
second Tuesdays of the month. At
present only the Robinson Players is permitted to meet on the first
Tuesday. This is no longer a young
struggling club, but a strong, active, group that does magnificent
work. They should be quite willing

Debaters TravelTo Rotten Politics Radcliffe, TOUT Ended,
Condemned By Starts For Home Today
Bowdoin,R.I.State Payne Of Maine
The annual Maine State Intercollegiate Debate Tournament will be
held Saturday at Bowdoin. Max
Bell, William Dill, David Moore,
and Chester Leone will represent
Bates in three rounds of debates
with Colby, Bowdoin and U. of
Maine. In last year's tournament
held here on ' campus, Bates came
out on top, winning five out of six
debates.
Five debaters will travel to
Rhode Island State College at
Kingston to take part in the Rhode
Island Model Congress held Friday
and Saturday. Those attending are
assigned to committees, where most
of the work will be done. Herbert
Bergdahl is assigned to the committee on farm price support with
Doris Hardy on the foreign policy
committee. John Moore and Lvla
Nichols will join the committee on
education while Richard Nair will
participate in the un-American activities group.

ardent fisherman, and a crack clay
pigeon shot.
Before coming to Bates in 1899
as an instructor in French, Dr.
Leonard taught at Brown, at John
B. Stetson University in Florida,
and at Fairmount College (now
Wichita University) in Wichita,
Kansas
In
1901 he teCame pro
^^ o{ German here and served ard has handed over to his present
^ ^ pos( unti, hh retircment.
colleagues the results of their inRe gra<|uated phi Beta
Kappa fluence on him. To us he has set a
frQm Bn>wn University in 1892 and high standard of what a Bates pro., ,,
continued
there___.n
until torn
1894 _!..
when he fessor should be, not only in the
received his doctorate. He also classroom and in campus activities,
studied at the University of Leipsic but also in the community and the
{rom lgQ4 Jo ,895 a, thf Univcrsjty church."
of Chicago in 1898, and at the Uni- Dean Rowe Calls Him Inspired
versity of Munich from 1907 to
Dean Rowe told the Lewjston
1908 and in 1926.
Evening
Journal Thursday:
prof Knapp citeg Loyalty
"In 1899, when Dr. Arthur NewIn June, 1941, when Dr. Leonard
ton Leonard came to Bates, he was
retired from the faculty, Prof. Fred
among the first of a group of able,
A. Knapp, '96, professor emeritus
stimulating young teachers recruitof Latin, said of him:
ed by George Colby Chase, then
"If you should ask me which one
beginning his sixth year in the
of Dr. Leonard's many admirable
presidency. His first assignment was
characteristics
,„,„^..^.^ -Kr
appeals to
._ me
.— most
VI
in French. After two years, he was
convincingly, I- would
reply with
nwmww^tvi
■"' " '■ —r-j
appointed to a full professorship
C
.1
■
LSa
!•....'•,
*r\
Pl*BC
confidence, his loyalty to Bates
in German, a post which he occuCollege.
pied with great distinction for forty
From the first day of life at
years.
Bates, in 1899, constantly and
"His was the inspired kind of
proudly he has absorbed and exteaching. He not only
emplified the
spirit \Jt
of »*«,%.*>.
Bates. --*.
He at
CllipiEilCU
lilV J(/Hll
—* classroom
once familiarized himself with the had well-grounded scholarship, but
traditions and ideals of the college, each name on his roster was to him
and worked shoulder no shoulder an individual to be dealt with kindfor years with such inspiring and ly, sometimes even humorously, but
self-sacrificing men as Professors also firmly. He had no patience
Rand, Stanton, Jordan, Hartshorn, with slipshod work and he peneRobinson, and President Chase irated with great quickness a
Those men determined to an exira bluffer's smoke-screen of meaningordinary degree the position o less words. Not only did he carry
Bates among the colleges oi New a full teaching load with service on
innumerable faculty committees, but
England.
"In a. very real sense. Dr. Leon- he brought distinction to the Col-

Politico's Dilemma

Telephone 4-5241

^arnstone-Osgood Co,
Jewelers and Silversmiths
WATCH REPAIRING
50 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Maine

"Our politics is rotten and will
be rotten only as long as the people refuse to take an active part
in it," declared Frederick Payne,
governor of Maine, in chapel last
Friday.
Speaking from his long experience in the government on the town,
city, and state level, Gov. Payne
stated that the town meeting best
embodies the principles of the democratic government "of the people,
for the people and by the people."
On that level, the people can actually stand up and express their
opinions. Furthermore, they realize
any money they appropriate must
come from their own pockets, he asserted.

nARTS

THURSDAY

9-Day
Value Demonstration
Sale

By Wire

The first American national debating team of Charles Radcliffe
and Oscar Newton is scheduled to
s,art their return trip today from
Southampton. England according
,o a letter received by Prof. Quimby from Radcliffe.
Throughout Great Britain, he
writes, Bates is well-known to the
universities through debating^ activities. They consider Bates to,be
one of the more prominent schools

in America.
•___*
In Birmingham, the Amencans
defeated the nationalization proposition by a narrow vote The fact
that Norman Temple and Edward
Dunn. Bates debaters, lost a debae
against the health plan there in
1946 shows a swing to the right

Sunday Concert Series
Features Dorita Atkins

Outside of defense, he continued,
the three most expensive items in
the budget are education, 'health
and welfare, and administration.
,
The trouble, he stated, is that these
concert at the chapel
Sunday'.three functions have passed from featured Dorita Atkins, violin soloprimarily the local and state level ist, with Mr. Norton as accompawhere they belong to the national
nist.
government.
Doritas selections were Sonata
Piano"
by Ces
Communists and communist sym for Violin and
aliu
A ._.—
pathizers also drew a sharp attack p,^,,,.]^ "Adoration" by Felix Bo"
m
ITlA«.«a^
..... « ...-»» V.. TMr Mflf
from r«
Gov. T».
Payne. He
condemne
rowski,. "Irish
Sonata" by Mr. Northeir tactics of drawing a false pic- ton, and "Csardas" by V. Monti.
ture of American life, stating that She dedicated her rendition to M>1no nation has made so much pro- liken House.
gress is so short a time as we have.
This concert marked the first pub-

Robinson Players
Miss Schaeffer has announced
that students desiring try-outs
for the next Robinson Players
production, a Moliere comedy,
may sign up in the Little Thea-

$156150.
Chairman George Gamble told
•"Ke £* of the debates are
the
STUDENT Monday that the
sometimes less ^J£™£
committee still likes the "chest
idea, "but it just hasn't worked.
P
Lm barbarism to decadence wi*
The report states that three facout ever having encountered civil
tors were behind this year>* Carniza,ion." The topic was suggested
2s Chest failure: (1) loss of stuby the English Speaking Union and
Se„t confidence due to the poor
Bristol to see if the visiting team
success of the 1948-49 drive (2)
was "elastic" in their debating.
lack of proper instruct^ of dorm
At the Royal College of Science,
solicitors.
(3) inflexibility as
o
,hey
debated
extemporaneously
how individual contributions would
and without notes on the motion,
Z apportioned, and (4) .he setting
"that Columbus went too far, to
of a goal which seemed too high.
the amusement of both the audience
and the debaters, Radcliffe says. Try Again In 1951?
The change from serious to light
Suggestions for a new attempt
topics has been a reward.ng ex- at a combined fund-raising agency
perience to the debaters, he con- are also contained in the report
A. student committee would choose
the charities to be supported, but
Major Robert L. Conrad, Marine each student could apportion h.s
Corps representative, will be at contribution as he pleased. The
Bates tomorrow afternoon and all committee would control drive pubto accept applications licity so as to emphasize agencies
day Friday, .
^ Junior Course 0f the such as the VVSSF. which do not
Marine Corps' Platoon Leaders advertise nationally.
Program.
Many members of the present
The Platoon Leaders' Class Procommittee feel that students may
,|,,.i#niTl1 to give Freshmen
.,.„,. from
,rnm aac- want to try this modified form of
and Sophomore students
combined drive in 1951. when the
credited colleges and universities,
stigma of the recent failures has
an opportunity to earn reserve or
worn off. and the campus has unregular commissions, without interdergone a year of charity freeruption in college work.
_
lancing.

^r ".naT America P^

lege by publishing several German
texts, the most notable being Ham
and Leonard's Brief German Grammar, in which he had the collaboration of Emerius Professor Roscoc
J. Hani, of Bowdoin.
"It is, however, as a friendly,
hospitable student-minded
friend
that Professor Leonard will be remembered longest. Never does i.
representative of the College attend
an alumni meeting but almost the
first inquiry is 'how is "Dutchy"
Leonard? I remember so happily
the pleasant hours with him and
Mrs. Leonard in their home on Abbott Street, or at the South Lewiston farm.' Dr. Leonard combined
in an unusual way the independent
college's ideal of a good teacher —
sound scholarship, effective teaching, and strong personal influence
upon his students."
Dr. Leonard is survived by his
widow.
Mrs.
Susan
Antoinette
Leonard, whom he married
in
1897; a niece; and three cousins.

PLAZA GRILL

All-College Elections

lic performance of. Norton's "Irish
(Continued from page one)
Sonata", which he wrote in April,
Secretary
1947.
.
Future programs in this musical
Elizabeth Driscoll
series are April 23, when Karl Koss
Lois Fehlau
will give a piano recital, and May
Marv Newton
14, when various artists will offer a WORLD GOVERNMENT CLUB
Bach memorial program.
President
Arthur Darken
Vice-President
Richard Trenholm
(Continued from page one)
Secretary
Carol Hollingworth
ville. 30; Hacker, 20; Off-Campus,
19,2; Chase. 19: Whittier, 19; MilliTreasurer
ken, 18.5; Frye, 18.2; Cheney. 16.6:
George Bateman
Roger Williams, 16.3.
Donald Graves
Before the reading of the dean's Other Clubs participating are:
Choral Society
list, Dr. Sawyer spoke briefly. He
Der Deutsche Verem
asserted that various ceremonies are
Gould International Relations
given over to honoring students who
Le Cercle Francais
are outstanding in fields such as deLawrance Chemical Society
bating and athletics, and that thereRobinson Players
fore th6se who have won scholastic
achievements should also receive recognition. Dr. Sawyer noted that even
though many had not succeeded in
making the dean's list, their efforts
shonld not go unrecognized. Such
students may still have gained
•judgment, wisdom, and evaluation."
PASTRY OP ALL KINDS
Norris-Hayden Laundry

FINE FOOD

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and

the freshman function ?.*
Chase Hal. 0„ Apri,n * W
An all-colle*, ^
» to be * -Ship Wr^ft|
which the girls in .
»
Anything is p,rrnis
'h( i*
of costume and adrnj '%!
determined by the ^
lew's posterior end. * °f'
Committee d,airm
.
dance are a- i„\\oyii. "t
Patricia Schenerrnan ^
Huntington; ,H,blicilv "**
Stover and Alar. <;0(,V »>
ments. Do;-.
neat, Charlc H^nam.'
Moody.

Advantages Of Chest
The report summarizes the advantages of the Campus Che,t
idea: (1) It frees students and the
college calendar from the burden
of the many appeals which would
otherwise be made. (2) Agencies
such as the Negro College Fund
which are appropriate to students.
but which could not ordinarily get
a campus sponsor, can be supported, while national appeals oversubscribed in this area, such as the
Red Cross last year, can be ignored.
The report was formulated by the

Campus Chest Committ(
month and pu, in,0
'
Chairman GamM,:
^1
Members oi tnt C
Committee this year ™\

W«fc«t. S«u-G

pre3J
Kumekawa. CA p^'
President, Walker H,a- u
Stephanian
,.r( '**
Robert Foster STl'DEXl
in-chiei: Ma; r David'»v
Athena Gifto* Maxine
and Rae Stillman, mtvk
large: and Mr. I.ianhohn. tf
tration advisor

Courtesy

Quality

You've Tried the R^
Now

Try

the Bet

SAM'S
Original Italian Sarufioich|
268 Main St.

Tel. 2-9]J

Opp. St. Joseph's Churec

One Stop
COMPLETE "BACHELOR SERVlcH
. . . to . . .
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

Opp. Poet Office

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store

Tel. 2-6645

54 ASH STREET

Convenient To The Campus

Reasonable Rates
Cash or Charge Basis

«

Agents

Hugh Penny

At DARTMOUTH and Colleges and Universities

George Disnard

throughout the country CHESTERFIELD

WARDS

is the largest-selling cigarette.

.f=*Q:

Lewiston

177 Main St.

ROBERT RYAN

Every Department Participates

Famous Dartmouth Alumnus, says:
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

"I stopped switching around
EAT

when I hit on Milder CHESTERFIELD.
It's my cigarette."

AT

The Colonial Lunch

FRANGEDAKIS'

(Just over on Main St.)

MODERN
STARRING IN
RESTAURANT

"THE WOMAN ON PIER 13"

WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE

AN RKO RADIO F1CTURB

READY
FRIDAY

Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have

AT 9:15

Come In And Try Some

SALE!

WARPS

*-~&P* ^*T

WAF*D BROS

MEN'S SLACKS

DAtTMOUTH COUBOf

IP

Dial 4-7371

Fo-- INSTANT

1007c Worsted Venetian

Taxi Service

Covert

Call

$10.95

4-4066

We're
flattered . . .
To be asked to join

Reg. $16.95

Radio Cabs

Tel. 2-7351

Advertised in Esquire
and
other
leading

.

.

.

.

.

.

But Service

the fun Friday evening at

Betty
Bates
Night

Lewiston

79 Lisbon St.

magazines at $16.95.
Also regularly $14.95
houndstooth - check
worsted slacks in the
group. All with luxury features . . . deep

finished seams. Waist
sizes 29 to 42 in the

STECKINO HOTEL
104 MIDDLE STREET
'jV
7

&**»

Specializing in
ITALIAN - AMERICAN
FOOD

group.
STEAKS • CHOPS
. . .

you'll be hugged,

PALA_M)OA

waistbands . . . full
pleats, . . . carefully

MEN'S SHOP

^
**«

BAKERY

\VARD

195 Lisbon St.

PECK'S

Forty-fiv, fresh
Little Theater at
Thursday nigh, ,0

DRAPER'S

THE LOBSTER
for

Freshmen pi
'ShipWreck Pi

Marine Recruiting

Save On Your Spring Needs

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP

Fund alone collected in the fall of
1946. This year contributions have
almost to a standstill at
lagged

Honors Day

tre this week.

AT THE SIGN OF

m.FLOWERS
&*>

(Continued from page one)

PIZZA PIES

in a lovely
One

- half

hour

showing of

■

New

Spring
And
Summer
Fashions
styled with you in

PECK'S STREET FLOOR

mind . . .
Tel. 4-4151

r«ft
^

not squeezed

WARNERETTE^
These two-way stretch Warnerette* are "3-Way-Sized" like all
Warner girdles. You pick your
sire, then you choose rour length,
hip size, and just the control yon
want.
We have Warnerettes in large
sizes tool Ask to try them . . .
maybe you could be wearing
young-figure softies instead of
those stem disciplinarians . . .
Other Warnerettes $3.50-$3.95

Recent

National
Survey

.-«£
*»Z

HESTERFIELD
mmr»£HOUYWOOD STABS

